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Unit All Thumbs
Read each source below and on page 73 .  Then complete the activities on pages 74–75 .
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Source 2

Charley sat down at the old family computer.  He used his right index finger to peck at the letters 
on the keyboard.  Aunt Dee gasped.  “Haven’t they taught you how to type at school?” she 
asked.  “You need to put your fingers on home row.  And you must use all of your fingers, not just 
your pointer.” 
Charley laughed, “I have no idea what ‘home row’ is.  This keyboard is a dinosaur!  It’s slowing 
me down.  Nobody texts faster than me.”  To demonstrate, Charley pulled out his phone.  His 
thumbs deftly darted across the tiny keys.  “Done!” 
Aunt Dee shook her head.  “That’s not typing.”
Charley shrugged, “Just because you’ve always done something one way doesn’t mean that’s 
the best way to do it.”

Source 3

Ms. Capps pointed at the diagram on the screen.  “This is the traditional QWERTY keyboard.  If 
you look at the top-left section of letters, you can see how this keyboard got its name.  You may 
also notice that about half of the letters are shaded.  These shaded letters are the ones that 
should be struck with the fingers of your left hand.  The unshaded letters should be struck with 
the fingers of your right hand.  
“The middle row, or ‘home row’ as it is known, is also very important.  Before you begin to type, you 
should set your fingers on the keys that make up home row.  The four fingers of your left hand go 
on the letters a (pinkie), s (ring), d (middle), and f (index).  The four fingers of your right hand go on 
j (index), k (middle), l (ring), and ; (pinkie).  Your fingers can reach all of the other keys from this 
position.  Your thumbs are used to strike the long space bar at the bottom center of your keyboard.”  

Top row

Home row

Bottom row

Space bar

Source 1

“all thumbs”
idiom

Meaning:  very awkward and clumsy, especially with one’s hands
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Unit 

Source 4

All Thumbs, Indeed

by Maisy O’Day
I’ll admit it:  I cannot function without my mobile device.  I rely on it to communicate with the world 
around me.  All day long, I use my thumbs to type out texts, e-mails, and Internet addresses on its 
small screen.  I make many errors.  
This is not how I learned to type, you see.  I learned to type on a large keyboard, with my fingers 
resting on home row.  Those lessons from long ago did not prepare me for typing on my 
smartphone as I walk along a busy street, juggling a bottle of water and a frosted cronut.  
Who or what can I blame for this difficult life I lead?  QWERTY, that’s who.  QWERTY is the name 
given to the style of keyboard we’ve all been using since forever (actually, since 1875).  A QWERTY-
style keyboard is named after the six consecutive letters at the top left of the keyboard.  That style, 
with that arrangement of letters, is a throwback to the time when we used clunky typewriters and all 
of our fingers to type.  Does QWERTY still make sense in today’s world?
Researchers say it doesn’t.  They say it’s not very efficient.  Too many of the most common 
letters are typed with the left hand, and our fingers need to jump around too much to form 
common words.  Thankfully, these researchers have aimed to make our lives easier by creating 
a solution:  the KALQ system.
In 2013, the KALQ keyboard was introduced.  Research shows that it allows people to thumb-type 
34% faster than the QWERTY.  Here’s how:
 ☛ Each thumb is used almost the same amount of 

time.  This allows the opposite thumb to get into 
position while the typing thumb is at work.

 ☛ You alternate the use of thumbs much more 
often.  Over 60% of the time, the next key you 
strike will be with the opposite thumb than the 
key you just struck.  

 ☛ Your thumbs have to travel less distance.  
 ☛ The spacebars are located in the center for 

each thumb.  
 ☛ The vowels (except for y) are located very close 

to one another. 
Today, I downloaded KALQ onto my phone.  I gave it a try.  My typing was sloppier than ever!  
Of course, I’m not accustomed to the new layout, so I spent a lot of time looking at the screen 
and searching for letters.  Researchers say that it takes about 8 hours to learn the new layout.  
Who has that kind of time?  Ok, that’s not a good excuse, but I think I should be more grateful 
for QWERTY.  I guess there’s a reason why it’s endured for 140 years. 

All Thumbs (cont .)

19

the split-screen KALQ keyboard

left-hand keys right-hand keys
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All Thumbs (cont .)

Name:  _________________________________________________

Unit 

19

Part 1:  Read each description .  Does it describe the QWERTY typing system or the KALQ typing system?  Fill 
in the correct bubble(s) for each source .  If it describes both systems, fill in both bubbles . 

Description Typing System  QWERTY KALQ

 1. This system is named for a group of consecutive letters on its keypad .  

 2. This system has the user strike the space bar with his/her thumb .  

 3. This system has the user strike the e key with his/her right hand .  

 4. This system has the user strike the s key with his/her left hand .  

Part 2:  Fill in the bubble next to the best answer to each question .

 5. When using correct typing form on a QWERTY keyboard, which of the letters in the “word” qwerty  is not 
struck using a finger on the left hand?

	 A q

	 B w
	 C t

	 D y

 6. What is another name for the pointer finger?

	 A index

	 B middle
	 C ring

	 D pinkie

 7. In Source 1, Charley says “Nobody texts faster than me .”  This sentence does not use correct grammar .  
Which of the following would be more correct?

	 A “No body texts faster than me .”

	 B “Nobody texts fastest than me .”
	 C “Nobody texts faster then me .”

	 D “Nobody texts faster than I .”

 8. Which key is mentioned in the text of Source 3 but not shown in the illustration?

	 A , 	 B ; 	 C : 	 D ?

Part 3:  Search “All Thumbs” to find examples of compound words with the following meanings .  Then write the 
number of the source in which you located each word .

 9. “copied data from one computer to another”    Source #:   

 10. “a thing from an earlier time period”    Source #:   
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All Thumbs (cont .)

Name:  _________________________________________________

Unit 

19

Part 4:  Use complete sentences to answer these questions .  

 11. In Source 2, Charley says, “This keyboard is a dinosaur!”  What does he mean by this, and how is this an 
example of metaphor (a figure of speech in which an unrelated word or phrase is used to describe an object)?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 12. Later in Source 2, Charley says, “Just because you’ve always done something one way doesn’t mean 
that’s the best way to do it .”  Do you think a new way of typing is needed to keep up with today’s 
technology?  Give reasons to explain why you think the old way is better or why a new way is needed .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 13. Source 4 is in the form of a web log, or blog .  What is the central idea of the first two paragraphs of Source 4?  
What details does the blog’s author use to express this idea?
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Answer Key (cont .)

Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . quartet (3)  10 . fluttered (1)
Part 4
 11 . From Source 2, we know that the word cache  means “a 

hidden supply of something .”  Therefore, it makes sense 
that a hidden treasure would be located on a street with 
that name .

 12 . Clue #1 Clue #2 Clue #3 Clue #4
Where was 
it located? 

doghouse clock tree grill

Which letter 
was there?

S A N D

 13 . A . It is located in the sandbox .
 B . After visiting all of the locations, you will collect the 

letters S, A, N, and D .  These spell sand .  The writer of 
Source 3 tells us that will be the location of the treasure .

 C . $547 .60
 D . Put the numbers four, five, six, and seven in 

alphabetical order; then put a decimal point to 
the left of the final number .

Unit 17.  Seeing Eye to Eye (page 66)

Part 1
 1 . Cory and Rory
 2 . Cory, Rory, and Tony

 3 . Tori
 4 . Rory and Tony

Part 2
 5 . A and C 6 . D 7 . C 8 . A
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . toxic (3)  10 . aggressive (3)
Part 4
 11 . 
 12 . This statement could not literally be true because if one 

looked into a mirror, one would see a reverse image .  
This is why the word AMBULANCE is written backwards 
on emergency vehicles .  If Cory and Rory are identical in 
appearance, then looking at each other would not be 
looking in a mirror .  They would not see the reverse of 
each other’s appearance .  In the mirror version, the hair 
would be parted to the left, for example, and the right 
ear would be larger than the left .

 13 . The expression “don’t see eye to eye” is an idiom, as 
explained in Source 1 .  It means that the two don’t agree 
on many things .  In this case, this expression is also an 
example of irony because these two people are identical 

twins .  Therefore, they are almost exactly the same 
physically (same height, etc .) and would literally be able 
to see eye to eye better than most other sets of people .

Unit 18.  All Ears (page 69) 

Part 1
 1 . Source 1
 2 . Sources 1 and 3

 3 . Source 1
 4 . Sources 2 and 3

Part 2
 5 . A and B 6 . C 7 . A 8 . D
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . unearthed (1)  10 . unearthed (1)
Part 4
 11 . The main character from Source 1 is most likely familiar with 

the information given in Source 2 .  We know this because 
the character thinks back to first reading about the planet 
Polypinnae in school .  Also, Source 2 mentions that the 
planet is named after the creatures who live there .  We 
learn from Source 2 that this name means “many wings” or 
“many ears .”  In Source 1, the character says, “I knew from 
their planet’s name that they would have many ears .”

 12 . Accept reasonable responses .  Students should show 
four scenes that summarize the events of Source 1 .  For 
example:  Panel 1 could show the protagonist speaking 
into his/her megaphone with the spacecraft in the 
background, Panel 2 could show the Polypin telling him/
her to quiet down, Panel 3 could show the protagonist 
telling them about the threat, and Panel 4 could show 
them not paying attention to his/her words . 

 13 . The Polypins are ironic because they appear to be all 
ears, but they are not good listeners .  This is ironic 
because the idiom “all ears” is used to describe 
someone who is intently listening—something the 
Polypins don’t seem to be interested in doing .

Unit 19.  All Thumbs (page 72)

Part 1
 1 . QWERTY and KALQ
 2 . QWERTY and KALQ

 3 . KALQ
 4 . QWERTY and KALQ

Part 2
 5 . D  6 . A  7 . D  8 . B
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . downloaded (4)  10 . throwback (4)
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Answer Key (cont .)

Part 4
 11 . He means that it is old and no longer a part of today’s world .  

It is a metaphor because dinosaurs and computer keyboards 
have little in common; the word dinosaur  is only used to 
illustrate how out-of-date Charley feels the keyboard is .

 12 . Accept appropriate responses in which the student 
chooses a position and give reasons to support it .

 13 . The central idea is that the blogger is as much a user of 
today’s technology as anyone, but the way she learned 
how to type (on a large keyboard) is not very useful 
anymore .  Students should cite details that show how 
the world in which the blogger lives is different from the 
world of the past where all typing was done in a seated 
position in front of a desktop typewriter or keyboard .

Unit 20.  All the Same to Me (page 76)

Part 1
 1 . Source 3
 2 . Sources 1 and 3

 3 . Sources 1 and 3
 4 . Source 1

Part 2
 5 . A  6 . A  7 . B  8 . D
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . short-term jobs (2)  10 . win-win situation (1)
Part 4
 11 . The insect pictured is an ant .  In Source 2, we learn that, 

unlike a termite, an ant has bent antennae .  We also 
learn that its body narrows a lot between the thorax and 
the abdomen .  Both of these characteristics can be seen 
in the picture .

 12 . Students should use evidence from Sources 1 and 3 in their 
answers .  Some characteristics that should be mentioned 
include the following (with the source number noted in 
parentheses):  length of tongue (1, 3); narrowness of 
tongue (1, 3); presence of spines (1); presence of extra 
saliva (1); speed at which the tongue can be flicked (3) .

 13 . Accept appropriate responses .

Unit 21.  Not the Same Thing (page 79)

Part 1
 1 . Sources 1 and 2
 2 . Source 2

 3 . Source 1
 4 . Source 3

Part 2
 5 . B  6 . A  7 . C  8 . B
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . cupboards (2), homemade (2), teaspoon (3)

 10 . buttermilk (2), tablespoon (3)
Part 4
 11 . You can mix 8 teaspoons of cream of tartar with 4 

teaspoons of baking soda to get 12 teaspoons of baking 
powder .  In Source 2, we are told that baking powder can 
be made by mixing 2 parts cream of tartar with 1 part 
baking soda .  That means that 2

3  of the mixture will be 
cream of tartar and 1

3  will be baking soda .  Two-thirds of 
12 teaspoons is 8 teaspoons, and 1

3  equals 4 teaspoons .
 12 . Her mother’s recipe was to blame .  The ingredients in the 

recipe aren’t acidic enough, so baking powder was needed .  
Mia’s mother recited the recipe from memory, and she 
mistakenly wrote down “baking soda” instead of “baking 
powder .”  This meant that not enough gas bubbles were 
released into the dough, so it didn’t rise properly .

 13 . Baking soda is a basic substance, and vinegar is an acidic 
substance .  When they are combined, a chemical reaction 
occurs .  Bubbles of carbon dioxide gas form and begin to 
rise .  Because this substance occurs inside a model volcano, 
it has nowhere to go but up and out of the volcano .

Unit 22.  Chasing the Cheese (page 82)

Part 1
 1 . Sources 1 and 4
 2 . Sources 2, 3, and 4

 3 . Sources 3 and 4
 4 . Sources 1, 3, and 4

Part 2
 5 . B  6 . B  7 . C  8 . A
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . Cooper’s (2, 3, 4), Allison’s (2)
 10 . genuinely (2), impossibly (4)
Part 4
 11 . Source 1 and Source 2 are both written to people the 

authors care about .  Source 1 is written from a daughter 
to her mother .  The tone of this e-mail is excitement .  
The author focuses on the tradition of the event and how 
it might become a tradition for her family, too .  Source 
2 is written from a mother to her daughter .  The tone 
of this e-mail is concern .  The author focuses on the 
dangers of the event .  She includes a photo of the hill to 
drive home her point that it is too steep to run down .

 12 . Paragraph 1 begins with a question .  It asks the reader 
think about competing in the contest .  Paragraph 2 
begins by introducing two specific contestants .  It goes 
on to give us some background about these people .  
Paragraph 3 begins by describing the hill .  It gives us 
more details about the race itself .  Paragraph 4 begins 
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Unit The Impossible Dream
Read each source below and on page 37 .  Then complete the activities on pages 38–40 .

Source 1

On This Day  
in Baseball History

 
April 15, 1997

Major League Baseball officially retired uniform #42 in honor of Jackie Robinson.  This date marked 
the 50th anniversary of the day Robinson became the first African American in modern times to play 
in the major leagues.  Throughout a 10-year career spent entirely with the Brooklyn Dodgers, 
Robinson faced many obstacles and battled widespread ignorance.  However, his athletic excellence 
and professional demeanor on the field won him many fans and awards. 
Since every team retired #42 on this date, that meant that 
no new players were allowed to wear it as their permanent 
number.  However, a grandfather clause allowed players 
who were wearing the number prior to 1997 to continue 
wearing it until they retired from baseball.  As a result, 
#42 was still worn on a regular basis by several players 
after 1997.  By 2004, all but one of those players had retired.  
Also, in games played on April 15, 2007, Major League 
Baseball allowed all players to wear #42 if they wished.  
Over 200 players took part in this tribute to Jackie Robinson.  
It has since become a tradition; and if you see a game on 
April 15 of any year, you may notice that all of the players 
are wearing the same number:  42. 

Source 2

My grandson lives and breathes baseball.  Mikey knows all the current players.  He knows most 
of the old ones, too.  His favorite player is Derek Jeter, so naturally, Mikey wants to play shortstop 
for the Yankees when he grows up.  I tell him that he can be anything he wants to be as long as 
he sets a goal and works hard for it.  I believe that.
“I’m going to play for the Yankees one day,” says Mikey.  “I’m going to be a great hitter, and I’m 
going to wear a single-digit uniform number.”
“I believe you will be great,” I say.  “But why do you need a single-digit uniform number?”
“All the great Yankees wore a single-digit number,” Mikey informs me.  “Lou Gehrig wore #4, 
Babe Ruth wore #3, and . . .”
“Derek Jeter wears #2,” I say.  “You should wear that uniform one day.”
“No way!” says Mikey emphatically.  “No one will ever wear #2 for the Yankees again.  They 
won’t let anyone else have Jeter’s number when his career is over.”
I just smile.  I remember what it was like to be a kid and to love the Yankees.  My favorite Yankee 
was Mickey Mantle.  He wore #7.  Maybe Mikey will get to wear that number one day.

10

What’s It Mean?

to retire a uniform — to take 
a uniform number out of 
circulation and not allow it be 
worn again by another player
grandfather clause — an 
exemption for certain people 
whose previous rights or 
privileges would be affected by 
the requirements of a new rule
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Unit 

Source 3

The New York Yankees are a team that is rich in tradition and success.  As of 2014, they have won 
27 championships, by far the most in Major League history.  (The St. Louis Cardinals have won the 
second-most with 11.)  Even the Yankees’ uniforms can be said to be in a league of their own.  
Due to their design, their uniforms are often referred to as the “Yankee pinstripes.”  This classic 
look ranks among the most recognizable and renowned jerseys in all of professional sports.  
Yankee uniforms are also unique for a variety of reasons:

 O In 1929, the Yankees became the first team to put numbers on their uniforms.
 O As of 2014, the Yankees are the only team that doesn’t put its players’ names  

on the backs of any of their jerseys.  
 O As of 2014, the Yankees have retired more uniform numbers (17) than any other team.  (That 

number is expected to rise to 18 when Derek Jeter’s #2 is retired soon after the 2014 season.)  
The following players and managers have had their Yankee uniform numbers retired:

Number Player(s) Position(s) Date Retired

1 Billy Martin 2B, M 8/10/1986
3 Babe Ruth RF 6/13/1948
4 Lou Gehrig 1B 7/4/1939
5 Joe DiMaggio CF 4/18/1952
6 Joe Torre M 8/23/2014
7 Mickey Mantle CF 6/8/1969
8 Bill Dickey C 7/22/1972
8 Yogi Berra C 7/22/1972
9 Roger Maris RF 7/21/1984
10 Phil Rizzuto SS 8/4/1985
15 Thurman Munson C 8/3/1979
16 Whitey Ford SP 8/3/1974
23 Don Mattingly 1B 8/31/1997
32 Elson Howard C 7/21/1984
37 Casey Stengel M 8/8/1970
42 Mariano Rivera RP 9/22/2013
44 Reggie Jackson RF 8/14/1993
49 Ron Guidry SP 8/23/2003

Position Key:  C (catcher), 1B (first baseman), 2B (second baseman), SS (shortstop), 3B (third baseman), 
LF (left fielder), CF (center fielder), RF (right fielder), SP (starting pitcher), RP (relief pitcher), M (manager)

The Impossible Dream (cont .)

10
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The Impossible Dream (cont .)

Name:  _________________________________________________

Unit 

10

Part 1:  Read each idea .  Which source gives you this information?  Fill in the correct bubble for each source .  
(Note:  More than one bubble may be filled in for each idea .)

Information Sources  1 2 3

 1. The New York Yankees have retired the #7 uniform .   

 2. The New York Yankees have retired the #42 uniform .   

 3. Mickey Mantle wore #7 for the New York Yankees .   

 4. Derek Jeter wore #2 for the New York Yankees .   

Part 2:  Fill in the bubble next to the best answer to each question .

 5. On which of these occasions did Major League Baseball first allow all players to wear Jackie Robinson’s #42 
during games?

	 A the 50th anniversary of Robinson’s birthday

	 B the 50th anniversary of Robinson’s first game
	 C the 60th anniversary of Robinson’s first game

	 D the 60th anniversary of Robinson’s birthday

 6. In Source 2, which of the following facts is implied  but not directly stated in the text? 

	 A Derek Jeter is Mikey’s favorite baseball player .

	 B Derek Jeter wears uniform #2 .
	 C Derek Jeter plays the shortstop position .

	 D Derek Jeter plays for the New York Yankees .

 7. No Yankees who regularly played these positions have had their numbers retired .

	 A 3B and LF

	 B 3B and RF
	 C SP and LF

	 D LF and RP

 8. This unit is titled “The Impossible Dream” because Mikey

	 A will never be allowed to play for the New York Yankees .

	 B will never be allowed to wear a single-digit number for the Yankees .

	 C will never have his number retired by Major League Baseball .

	 D will never be allowed to wear #42 for any team during any game .

Part 3:  Search “The Impossible Dream” to find one example of each of the following .  Then write the number 
of the source in which you located this information .

 9. an adjective meaning “easily identified”    Source #:   

 10. an adverb meaning “in a forceful way”    Source #:   
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The Impossible Dream (cont .)

Name:  _________________________________________________

Unit 

10

Part 4:  Refer back to the sources to answer these questions .

 11. Two sets of Yankees had their numbers retired on the same date (month and day) but in different years .  
Complete the diagrams below by naming those two sets of Yankees .

 12. Mariano Rivera played his entire career with the New York Yankees and retired from baseball in 2013 .  
Using that knowledge, along with the facts from the sources, prove or disprove the statement in the box 
below .  Use complete sentences .

Statement

Mariano Rivera began wearing #42 before April 1997, and he was the last baseball player allowed to 
wear #42 on a regular basis .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Month and Day  ➙

    Years  ➙

  Players  ➙

Uniform Numbers  ➙

 Month and Day  ➙

    Years  ➙

  Players  ➙

Uniform Numbers  ➙
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The Impossible Dream (cont .)

Name:  _________________________________________________

Unit 

10

Part 4 (cont .): 

 13. Create a bar graph below to show how many Yankee players had their numbers retired in each decade 
from the 1930s to the 2000s (2000–2009) .  Then follow the directions given below the graph .

Directions:  

 A. During which decade(s) were the most players’ numbers retired?   

 B. During this period (1930–2009), what is  
the average amount retired per decade?   

Use a complete sentence to explain how you found this answer .   

 

 C. What percentage of players’ numbers retired  
between 1930–2009 were retired during the 1980s?   

Use a complete sentence to explain how you found this answer .   

 

 D. Write your own unique question based on the graph .  Include four answer choices, only one of which 
could be correct .

Question:			

Answer Choices:		

	 a.  

	 b.  

	 c.  

	 d.  

1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s

1

2

3

4

5

A
m

ou
nt

 o
f P

la
ye

rs

Decade
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Answer Key (cont .)

 13 . From Source 2, we learn that grasslands have hot 
summers, wide-open spaces, and they are the home to 
grazing animals .  From Source 1, we learn that black 
attracts the light of the sun .  From Source 4, we learn 
that cheetahs have black tear marks near their eyes, 
which help them see better in sunny conditions .  We also 
learn that their bodies help them use oxygen well, which 
helps them run .  In addition, we learn that they hunt 
animals like antelopes and zebras .  From Source 3, we 
learn that cheetahs are much faster than antelopes and 
zebras, which are two of their main sources of food .

Unit 8.  The Early Shift (page 29)

Part 1
 1 . Source 4
 2 . Sources 1, 3, and 4

 3 . Sources 1 and 3
 4 . Source 3

Part 2
 5 . B  6 . A  7 . C  8 . D
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . ASAP (4)  10 . ice-cold (4)
Part 4
 11 . 

Source # Narrator Example of Hyperbole

1 Sammy
“Seth is my older brother, so I know 
for a fact that he’s the laziest person 
on the planet .”

3
Seth’s 
mom

“I’ve done the math in my head a 
million times, and I hope Seth has 
done it, too .”

4 Seth
“The clock says ‘4:44’, which 
obviously is too early for the human 
brain to function properly .”

 12 . He did give himself enough time .  According to Source 
2, Hardy’s Hardware opens at 7:00 a .m . on Saturday .  
According to Source 3, Mr . Hardy wants Seth to be 
there an hour early, so by 6:00 a .m .  Seth woke up at 
4:44 a .m .  According to Seth’s mom, it will take Seth 45 
minutes to get ready and 15 minutes to drive to Hardy’s .  
That equals one hour, which should get him to the store 
by about 5:45 a .m .  

 13 . Accept appropriate responses that establish a plausible 
voice for Mr . Hardy .

Unit 9.  The Golden Door (page 32)

Part 1
 1 . Source 3
 2 . Sources 2 and 3

 3 . Sources 1 and 2
 4 . Source 1

Part 2
 5 . D  6 . C  7 . B  8 . B
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . 1883 (2), 1886 (2), 1899 (1)
 10 . permanently (3)
Part 4
 11 . Accept appropriate responses .
 12 . An appropriate answer might mention the following:  the 

Statue of Liberty holds a torch/lamp up high; she sits on 
Liberty Island, which is just south of Ellis Island; immigrants 
passed by her on their way to a new life in America .

 13 . 1 . Lower Bay, 2 . The Narrows, 3 . Upper Bay, 4 . Liberty 
Island, 5 . Ellis Island, 6 . Manhattan

Unit 10. The Impossible Dream (page 36)

Part 1
 1 . Source 3
 2 . Sources 1 and 3

 3 . Sources 2 and 3
 4 . Sources 2 and 3

Part 2
 5 . C  6 . C  7 . A  8 . B
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . recognizable (3)  10 . emphatically (2)
Part 4
 11 . Answers can be given in either order .

  Month and Day  ➙

    Years  ➙

    Players  ➙

  Uniform Numbers  ➙

August 23

2003 2014

6

Ron Guidry Joe Torre

49

  Month and Day  ➙

    Years  ➙

    Players  ➙

  Uniform Numbers  ➙

August 3

1974 1979

15

Whitey Ford Thurman Munson

16
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Answer Key (cont .)

 12 . This statement is true .  Source 1 tells us that only 
players who were currently wearing #42 prior to April 
15, 1997, were allowed to continue doing so .  It also 
tells us that only one player continued wearing the 
number on a regular basis after 2004 .  The question 
tells us that Rivera retired from the Yankees in 2013, 
which implies that he was that one player .  

 13 . 

1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s

1

2

3

4

5

 A . 1970s
 B . 2 .  There were 16 numbers retired during these 8 

decades .  16 ÷ 8 = 2
 C . 25% .  Four of the 16 numbers were retired during 

the 1980s .  4
16  = 1

4  = 25%
 D . Accept appropriate questions that can be answered 

by information given in the graph .  Students should 
include one correct answer and three incorrect 
answers, as well .

Unit 11.  Selling Snacks (page 41)

Part 1
 1 . Sources 1 and 3
 2 . Source 3

 3 . Source 1
 4 . Sources 2 and 3

Part 2
 5 . B  6 . A  7 . C  8 . D
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . estimate (3)  10 . upcoming (3)
Part 4
 11 . what it costs to produce each package

 A . $4 .09 – $2 .84 = $1 .25
 B . $2 .99 – $1 .49 = $1 .50
 C . $4 .29 – $2 .29 = $2 .00
 D . $3 .59 – $1 .79 = $1 .80
 E . $2 .29 – $0 .89 = $1 .40

 12 . ×
 A . $1 .25 × 1,200 = $1,500
 B . $1 .50 × 960 = $1,440
 C . $2 .00 × 750 = $1,500
 D . $1 .80 × 900 = $1,620
 E . $1 .40 × 1,000 = $1,400

 13 . A . Kale Crunchies

 B . Walnutty Wafers
 C . Blueberry Blasts and Chia Squares
 D . The bar graph best illustrates the data .  The profits 

for each snack are very similar .  In the pie chart, all of 
the sections seem to be about the same size, which 
does not give a clear picture of which snacks earn 
more profit .  In the bar graph, it is much easier to 
compare the different profit earnings for each snack .  

Unit 12.  In More Than One Place (page 46)

Part 1
 1 . Source 2
 2 . Sources 2 and 3

 3 . Source 3
 4 . Source 1

Part 2
 5 . A  6 . D  7 . C  8 . C
Part 3
The source number is given in parentheses .
 9 . International (2)  10 . blurted (1)
Part 4
 11 . 

N

S

W E

Greenwich

Scotland

England

Northern
Ireland

Wales

The Republic
of  Ireland

  

Ireland is located entirely within the Western Hemisphere .
 12 . The British Isles:  Dublin, England, Greenwich, London, 

Northern Ireland, The Republic of Ireland, Scotland, Wales
  Great Britain:  England, Greenwich, London, Scotland, 

Wales
  Ireland:  Dublin, Northern Ireland, The Republic of Ireland
  United Kingdom:  England, Greenwich, London, 

Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales
 13 . This title fits this collection of sources in several ways .  

First, the place that the main character (Matt) is visiting 
can go by many names .  While he is in London, he could 




